The calibration parameters of a mobile robot play a substantial role in navigation tasks. Often these parameters are subject to variations that depend either on changes in the environment or on the load of the robot. In this paper, we propose an approach to simultaneously estimate a map of the environment, the position of the on-board sensors of the robot, and its kinematic parameters.
Introduction
Many approaches to navigation tasks such as localization, path planning, motion control, and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) rely on the knowledge of specific parameters of the robot.
These parameters typically include the position of the sensor on the platform or specific aspects of the kinematic model that translates encoder ticks into a relative movement of the mobile base.
The influence of the parameters on the accuracy of state estimation processes can be substantial.
For instance, an accurate calibration of the odometry can seriously improve the expected accuracy of the motion prediction by reducing the search space of the algorithms that provide the motion estimates. Figure 1 shows a motivating example. Here, we ran a scan-matching algorithm given the odometry measurements of a robot that moves along a corridor. Since the corridor is not rich in features, the scan matcher yields solutions that are highly ambiguous along the direction of the corridor. As a result, scan-matching approaches tend to make corridors "shorter" [1] . To limit this effect one can restrict the search space of the scan-matcher to a small region around the position predicted by odometry. This reduces the computational requirements but requires a highly accurate calibration of the odometry.
While 2D range scans do not provide highly distinguishable features, camera images allow to extract discriminable features, e.g., SIFT [2] or SURF [3] . However, the best match of a feature is not necessarily the correct match. This leads to a set of feature matches which contains a substantial amount of outliers.
Typically, an algorithm based on Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [4] is employed to robustly estimate the inlier set despite the large amount of outliers. If an initial guess of the camera motion is available, for instance, by the odometry of the robot, we are able to restrict the search for the match to the most likely area in the image. Figure 2 visualizes the number of correct feature matches returned by the matching algorithm with and without access to prior information on the motion of the camera. As
we can see, the number of correct matches using the prior information is substantially larger compared to an uninformed matching algorithm. A larger number of correct matches in principle yields a better estimate for the transformation between the two frames. To accurately predict the motion of the camera based on the odometry, the robot requires to know the parameters of the odometry and the position of the sensor.
To obtain these parameters it is common to either rely on the specifications of the platform, to manually measure them, or to run ad-hoc calibration procedures before the mission of the robot is started. The latter solution is typically the most accurate and robust, since it can exploit the a priori knowledge of a calibration pattern to infer reasonable initial guesses for the parameters. However, ad-hoc calibration procedures suffer from two main drawbacks: they are not able to estimate nonstationary parameters and they need to be repeated whenever there is a potential change in the robot configuration. On the one hand, these changes will happen unavoidably during the lifetime of the robot The number of inliers of a matching algorithm operating on feature matches. A matching algorithm that considers the prior information about the motion of the camera achieves a larger set of inliers compared to an algorithm which has no access to this information.
as a consequence of the wearing of mechanical parts. On the other hand, it is not infrequent to observe sudden changes in these parameters as a consequence of particular events. As an example, the odometry parameters depend both on the distribution of the load on the platform and on the type of surface the robot moves upon. These external quantities affect both the effective wheel radii and the accuracy of the odometry prediction. When the robot carries a load the odometry will change, and similarly when it moves from carpet to concrete. One solution to dynamically estimate these parameters is to treat them as hidden state variables that have to be estimated together with the map and the position of the robot. To this end, we could use special equipment such as an external position tracking device. More promising, however are calibration procedures that only rely on the data gathered by the robot and do not require any preparation or additional information.
In this paper, we present an approach to estimate the calibration parameters of a robot equipped with an on-board sensor and wheel encoders while it performs SLAM. The core idea of our method is to treat the map estimate as a calibration pattern and to constantly refine the estimates of the map, the trajectory and parameters of the robot through a least-squares procedure. If the map and the robot positions are known, our method behaves as a standard least-squares approach for parameter calibration.
We model the problem as a hyper-graph, where each node represents either a robot position, the sensor position on the robot, or the kinematic parameters of the odometry. Our approach allows to determine these state variables on the fly (e.g., sensor positions and odometry calibration). To deal with temporal changes or more in general with interdependencies between the parameters and the other state variables, we estimate the parameters on the most recent data. This approach allows a mobile robot, for example, to estimate a different set of odometry parameters for different regions of the environment and to better model the motion of the robot in these areas. Our approach might additionally be beneficial in a variety of contexts including, for instance, terrain classification. We present evaluations of our approach in simulated and a wide range of real world experiments using several robot platforms moving on different types of ground.
Related Work
The traditional approaches to calibrate a mobile robot and its sensors involve to accurately measure the trajectory of the robot while recording odometry and sensor measurements, for example, by external cameras or lasers [5] . To calibrate the sensor position, they match the measurements against a known map to recover the trajectory of the sensor and use a least squares estimator to determine the relative transformation between the robot and its sensor. In a similar way the odometry parameters can be estimated via another independent least-squares estimator given the knowledge of the reference trajectory [6] . For example, Antonelli et al. [7, 8] considered an external camera to track the position of a robot for calibrating the odometry parameters of a differential drive. Their method employs a least squares estimator which exploits the linear relation between the measurements and the unknown parameters.
In the context of computer vision, the idea to calibrate the intrinsic camera parameters while performing structure from motion is commonly known [9] . This problem has a structure which is very similar to the one addressed by our method. The main difference lies in the kind of parameters that are estimated. One of the first approaches to determine the stationary parameters of a mobile robot and to determine the error of the motion was proposed by Martinelli and Siegwart [10] . The idea behind this work is to extend the state of a Kalman filter used for localization with the kinematic parameters of the odometry. Whereas this approach can operate on-line, it requires an a-priori known map. Subsequently, Jones et al. [11] and Kelly and Sukhatme [12] extended the EKF and UKF algorithm to include calibration parameters. Despite their increased complexity, in these non-linear problems smoothing approaches outperform filtering methods in terms of accuracy.
Eliazar and Parr [13] proposed to use an EM approach to learn the motion model for a mobile robot. Their method is able to accurately estimate the parameters and it does not require to know the map in advance. However, their approach requires to be run off-line due to its high computational requirements. Based on a localization algorithm Roy and Thrun [14] estimate online the systematic error in the odometry. They treat the error in translation and rotation independently. Both approaches model the calibration as a linear function of the odometry measurement, whereas our approach estimates the physical parameters of the robot.
Gao and Spletzer [15] presented an approach to determine the extrinsic calibration parameters between two laser range finders. Underwood et al. [16] proposed a method to determine the 3D position of a laser within the body frame of the robot. Compared to our method those approaches either rely on establishing feature correspondences between the individual observations by preparing the environment with laser-reflective tape or assume a simple and partially known geometric environment for calibrating the sensors. Assuming a known configuration of landmarks in the environment, Antonelli et al. [17] described an approach to calibrate the odometry together with the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of a camera mounted on the robot.
Censi et al. [18] proposed a technique similar to our method. They construct a least squares calibration problem that estimates both the kinematic parameters and the sensor position. Their approach does not need to know the map in advance, but it is restricted to the estimation of stationary parameters. Furthermore, since it relies on scan-matching to estimate the ego-motion of the sensor, this method does not provide an accurate map in large and loopy environments. However, such a pure calibration method or one of the techniques described above are the best choice, if no simultaneous mapping of the environment is required. Here, calibration methods may provide guarantees for the convergence or the optimality of the parameters. Thus, these techniques do not require suitable initial values for the parameters.
Our work can be seen as an extension of traditional graph-based SLAM algorithms. These methods model the SLAM problem as a graph, whose nodes represent robot poses and whose edges connect two nodes if there is a measurement involving both of them. Each edge is labeled with the relative transformation between the robot poses. An edge can arise either from matching a pair of observations or from an odometry measurement between consecutive poses. A solution to the problem is a configuration of the nodes that better satisfies the measurements encoded in the constraints. One seminal work in this context is the work of Lu and Milios [19] where the relative motion between two scans is measured by scan-matching and the resulting graph is optimized by iterative linearization. In the past, several methods have been proposed to either optimize the graph on-line and in a faster way [20, 21, 22, 23] or to extract the graph from the raw measurements in more robust ways [24, 25] . All these approaches assume a known calibration of the system. Note that when we augment the problem with the calibration variables it cannot be described anymore by a graph but instead requires a hyper-graph. This is because a measurement does not only depend on a pair of variables (the connected nodes), but rather on a triplet (the nodes and the calibration parameters). In this paper, we therefore extend the standard graph optimization framework to handle this class of problems. Our approach is able to simultaneously estimate the map of the environment and calibrate the parameters of a robot in a continuous manner. We do not require any special preparation for the environment, such as an external tracking system or landmarks to be placed in the designated area.
Simultaneous Calibration, Localization, and Mapping
Our system relies on the graph-based formulation of the SLAM problem to estimate the maximumlikelihood configuration. In contrast to the traditional SLAM methods we explicitly model that the measurements obtained by the robot are given in different coordinate frames. For example, the odometry of the robot is given by the velocity measurements of its wheels. Applying the forward kinematics of the platform allows to transform the velocities measured during a time interval into a relative displacement of the platform expressed in the odometry frame. Usually, the robot is equipped with a sensor that is able to observe the environment, e.g., a laser range finder. This sensor is mounted on the robot and obtains measurements in its own coordinate frame. Thus, a scan-matching algorithm which aligns two range scans in a common coordinate frame has to project the computed motion estimate through the kinematic chain of the robot to obtain an estimate for the motion of the robot's base. As it is not always easy to measure the offset transformation between the base of the robot and the sensor or to determine the parameters for the forward kinematics, we suggest to integrate those into the maximum likelihood estimation process. In particular, the parameters of the forward kinematics are affected by the wear of the devices during the lifetime of the robot.
Description of the Hyper-Graph
Whenever the robot obtains a measurement we add a node to the graph. This node represents the position of the robot at which the measurement was obtained. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n )
⊤ be a vector of parameters, where
⊤ describes the position of node i. Furthermore, let l be the pose of the on-board sensor relative to the coordinate frame of the robot and let z ij and Ω z ij be respectively the mean and information matrix of an observation of node j seen from node i. Finally, let k be the parameters of the forward kinematics function and u i and Ω u i be respectively the motion command and the information matrix which translates the robot from node i to i + 1.
The error function e u i (x i , x i+1 , k, u i ) measures how well the parameter blocks x i , x j , and k satisfy the odometry measurement u i . A value of 0 means that the constraint is perfectly satisfied by the parameters. For simplicity of notation, we will encode the involved quantities in the indices of the error function:
The error function e u i (x) is defined as
where K(·) is the forward kinematics function converting from wheel velocities to a relative displacement of the vehicle. Furthermore, ⊕ is the usual motion composition operator [26] and ⊖ its inverse:
For a robot with a differential drive, which is one of the most common types of robots, the odometry given by
where R(·) is the 2D rotation matrix of its argument, ICC = (0,
. Thus, the calibration parameter k = (r r , r l , b) ⊤ for the odometry is a three-dimensional vector (see Figure 3a for an illustration).
Additionally, the error function e l (x i , x j , l, z ij ) measures how well the parameter blocks x i , x j , and l satisfy the constraint z ij . If the three parameters perfectly satisfy the error function, then its value is 0. Here, we assume that the laser is mounted without inclination which is the ideal condition (see Figure 3b ). The error function e l ij (x) has the following form:
In Eq. (5) we applied the same simplifying notation as defined in Eq. (1).
The goal of our maximum likelihood approach is to find the configuration of [x * , l * , k * ] which minimizes the negative log-likelihood F(x, l, k) given all the observations
whereΩ u i is the projection of Ω u i through the forward kinematics function K(·) via the unscented transformation [27] . Since the projection depends on the estimate of k, we update the projection if k changes substantially.
Given this formulation we may easily integrate prior knowledge, for example, the manually -thus non-precisely -measured transformation of the laser. This is possible as long as the prior information can be represented by a Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, state transitions observed by measurements, e.g., the robot actively rotates the laser scanner, can be incorporated.
To estimate the calibration parameters, the trajectory of the robot should introduce measurements that constrain all possible dimensions of k and l. Clearly, a trajectory only consisting of straight line motions does not allow to observe the position of the laser. The same holds for a perfectly circular trajectory, since the laser could be anywhere on the circle. Both cases are pathologic and can easily be avoided by varying the wheel velocities of the robot. Recently, Censi et al. [28] gave a proof that our informal statement holds. They show that two linear independent velocity commands which lead to two circular arcs witch different radii are sufficient to guarantee the observability of the parameters.
3D on-board sensors
In the previous section we described how to estimate the position of an on-board 2D range scanner.
However, with the advent of the Microsoft Kinect an inexpensive alternative exists which provides dense 3D range data along with an RGB image. Such depth cameras emit an infrared light pattern which is received by a camera. Computing the disparity of features in the images allows -similar to a stereo camera pair -to obtain 3D depth measurements.
As with 2D range scanners, we are able to estimate the 3D ego-motion z ij of the camera between two frames by aligning the measurements. Along with the 3D offset of the sensor c in the coordinate frame of the robot we are able to constrain the motion of the robot:
where toSE3(·) projects its argument from 2D to 3D, i.e., the pose is extended with a z coordinate and pitch/roll angles which are all set to 0.
Eq. (7) does not observe the height of the sensor above the ground. Typically a rough initial guess for the attitude of the sensor is easy to obtain manually. Assuming such an estimate is available, we are able to extract the ground plane observed by the sensor. To this end, a RANSAC algorithm samples three points from the point cloud to calculate a candidate plane. If the angle of the normal vector of the candidate lies within a threshold (20 degrees in our current implementation) around the ground plane assumption given by the prior, we determine the points whose distance to the plane is smaller than 0.1 m.
The candidate with the largest inlier set yields our estimate of the ground plane. The distance of the sensor to the extracted ground plane results in our observation for the height of the sensor. Additionally, the ground plane p allows us to further constrain the attitude of the sensor, namely the rotation of the sensor with respect to the ground plane. Hence, we obtain the additional error term
which constrains the pitch/roll angles of the sensor to match the ground plane observation.
Replacing the sensor error term and adding Eq. (8) to Eq. (6), we obtain the negative log-likelihood F(x, c, k) given all the observations
where Ω p i represents the information matrix of the ground plane observation. Minimizing Eq. (9) yields the poses of the robot, the calibration parameters of the forward kinematics function, and the 3D offset of the range sensor.
Estimation via Least Squares on a Hyper Graph
Without loss of generality we will refer to the whole state vector which is either [x l k] or [x c k] as y, without distinguishing the parameter blocks. Additionally, we identify each hyper-edge by a unique index k instead of the pair of indices i, j and the superscript letter as in Eq. (6) and Eq. (9).
We initialize the optimization problem as follows. The poses of the robot represented by x are initialized by the odometry measurements whereas the specifications of the robot are considered as initial values of k. For the position l of the sensor a rough initial guess is required which is easy to obtain manually. Given such an initial guessy of the parameters is known, a numerical solution of Eq. (6) The idea is to approximate the error function by its first order Taylor expansion around the current initial guessy
≈ e k + J k ∆y.
Here, J k is the Jacobian of e k (y ⊞ ∆y) with respect to ∆y computed in ∆y = 0 and e k def.
= e k (y).
Furthermore, ⊞ is an operator that applies the increments ∆y to the current statey. This accounts for over-parameterized states, and can better deal with non Euclidean state spaces. Clearly, if bothy and ∆y are Euclidean the ⊞ degenerates to a regular +. Substituting Eq. (11) in the error terms F k of Eq. (6), we obtain the following quadratic form
that can be minimized in ∆y by solving the system
Here, H and b are respectively the approximated Hessian of the error function and the error gradient:
The quantity λ is a damping factor: the larger λ is the smaller are the ∆y. This is useful to control the step size in case of non-linear surfaces. The idea behind the LM algorithm is to dynamically control the damping factor. At each iteration the error of the new configuration is monitored. If the new error is lower than the previous one, λ is decreased for the next iteration. Otherwise, the solution is reverted and λ is increased. For λ = 0 we obtain the Gauss-Newton method.
Whenever the increments ∆y are computed by solving Eq. (13), they can be applied to the previous solutions by means of the ⊞ operatory ←y ⊞ ∆y * .
The ⊞ operator is able to handle singularities and over-parameterized state variables. We refer the reader to [30] for a more detailed description. In our case we employ the motion composition operator ⊕ to apply the update for the parameters blocks x, l and c, whereas k is updated by a regular +. The LM algorithm iterates the linearization in Eq. (11), the construction of the linear system and its solution (Eq. (13)), and the update step until some termination criterion is reached.
From Eq. (6) we notice that each of the terms in the sum depends on at most three parameter blocks. More precisely, if the constraint k arises from an odometry measurement, it will depend on the connected robot poses x i and x j and by the odometry parameters k. Alternatively, if a constraint arises from a laser measurement, it will depend on the connected robot poses x i and x j and on the laser position l. Accordingly, each of the Jacobians in Eq. (14) and in Eq. (15) will have only three non-zero blocks, in correspondence of the variables involved by the constraint. Thus, each of the terms in the sum of Eq. (14) will be a matrix with at most nine non-zero components. Furthermore, H will have a number of non-zero entries proportional to the number of constraints. This results in a sparse system that can be efficiently solved. To optimize it, we employ the g 2 o toolkit [31] which allows us to solve one iteration of a calibration problem having 3,000 nodes in less than 0.01 s using one core of an Intel i7@2.8 GHz.
Monitoring the Convergence
Some calibration parameters may be constant while others change. For example, the laser position l is constant if the robot has no actuator to move this sensor. Therefore, it is of interest to decide whether enough data has been collected so that one can stop calibrating and reduce the computational demands.
To this end, we can consider the approximated Hessian H and compute the marginal covariance of the calibration parameters. The marginal covariance Σ l of the calibration parameter is given by extracting the corresponding block of H −1 . The matrix H is sparse, symmetric, and positive definite, thus Cholesky decomposition can be applied to factorize H. By applying an algorithm based on dynamic programming (see [32] ) we can efficiently compute the desired elements of H −1 given the Cholesky factor. As we will show in the experiments, this information allows us to access the quality of the estimated parameters.
Experiments
The approach described above has been implemented and evaluated on both simulated and real-world data acquired with a heterogeneous set of robots equipped with laser range finders. Figure 4 visualizes the robots we used to collect the real-world data considered in this paper. The laser based SLAM front-end for processing the data is an own implementation of the framework described by Olson [33] which employs a correlative scan-matcher to estimate the transformation of the laser along with the 3×3 covariance matrix representing the uncertainty of the estimated transformation.
The correlative scan-matcher performs an exhaustive search to determine the best fitting alignment for two laser scans within a given search radius. We add a new node to the graph whenever the ego-motion of the laser estimated by the scan-matcher is larger than 0.1 m in translation or 10
• in rotation, whichever occurs first.
For estimating the ego-motion of a Kinect depth sensor or a stereo rig, we extract visual features [3] from the images. The transformation between images is estimated by a standard 3-point RANSAC algorithm [34] . Finally, a least-square estimate which minimizes the re-projection error of the feature correspondences is performed along with removing feature projections having large errors from the system for an increased robustness against outliers. Again, a node is inserted into the graph whenever one of the above mentioned thresholds is reached.
Online odometry calibration
In real world scenarios the odometry is affected by different factors. For example, if the robot is carrying a load, the additional weight compresses inflated tires and results in reduced wheel radii. To this end, we used the PowerBot platform (see Figure 4a ) which has a maximum payload of 100 kg to carry a load of approximately 40 kg. The wheels of the PowerBot are inflated tires whose radii are affected by both the air-pressure of the tires and the total weight of the platform. The load in this set of experiments was intentionally placed on the left hand side of the robot. In a first experiment we recorded datasets in which the robot was either carrying the load or it was operating in its normal configuration. We used one data set for estimating the parameters and a different one for evaluating the odometry calibration parameters.
Our approach estimated wheel radii of r r = 0.1251 m, r l = 0.1226 m for the normal configuration of the robot and r r = 0.1231 m, r l = 0.1223 m while carrying the load. The difference seems to be small, although it has a substantial effect. Figure 5 shows the outcome of applying the estimate of the normal configuration to the robot carrying the load. Applying the wrong calibration parameter has a crucial effect on the trajectory as it is estimated by the odometry. Since the weight of the load is mutable and can be placed in an arbitrary position on the robot, the best performance can be obtained by calibrating the odometry parameters while the robot is operating.
By considering the 50 most recent measurements within a sliding window around the current node we are able to estimate the wheel radii online also when they are subject to change due to external factors. The size of the sliding window was determined empirically. Too few measurements do not allow to recover the calibration parameters accurately and a large sliding window has an increased latency if the parameters change. For old odometry measurements outside the sliding window we change the error function e u i (x) to employ a fixed value for k, i.e., we only estimate the physical parameters on the As it is hard to obtain ground truth data for real-world data-sets, we simulated a robot traveling on the trajectory depicted in the left part of Figure 7 . The environment in which the robot operates consists of two rooms connected by a hallway. Additionally, a laser range finder similar to a SICK LMS is simulated by performing ray-cast operations in the simulation environment. The simulator allows us to directly judge the quality of the calibration results. The odometry measurement and the range measurements obtained by the robot are perturbed by Gaussian noise. Within a simulation experiment we modeled a robot carrying a weight which we simulated having the effect of a reduction of the wheel radius from 0.12 m to 0.108 m. The robot carries the load during the time interval [120, 250] . Figure 7 depicts the results of the online calibration based on the most recent measurements. As we can see, the system is able to represent the compressed wheels and the estimate corresponds well to the ground truth given by the simulator. Furthermore, the trajectory as it is estimated by our approach also matches well to the ground truth as shown in Figure 7 error of the odometry edges e u i for the sliding window around the current node, we observe a higher noise in the odometry due to slippage on the carpet. This information can be stored in the map so that the robot can use it to adjust the motion model noise in a localization task.
Simulation Experiments
In a first experiment we simulated the 2D laser having a relative transformation of (0.3, 0.6, 30
• ) ⊤ with respect to the odometry frame of the robot. Here, we optimized after inserting every node and monitored the evolution of the laser transformation as it is estimated by our approach at each time step. Figure 9 visualizes how the estimate for the x and y coordinate of the relative laser transformation and the radius of the left wheel along with their estimated uncertainty evolves. As we can see the estimate converges quickly to the correct transformation. By monitoring the marginal covariance of the estimated laser transformation we are able to judge the quality of the estimate. In a second set of experiments we simulated a robot equipped with a depth camera which estimates its own ego-motion in 3D. The translational offset was simulated as (−0.2, 0.3, 0.7) ⊤ whereas the rotation around the axes was set to (−30
The simulated wheel radii were the same as in the previous simulation experiment. Additionally, the ground plane observations yielding the rotation of the sensor around the x and y axes and its height above the ground were simulated and perturbed with Gaussian noise, whereas the noise was set to N (0, 0.05 2 ) and N (0, 1 2 ) for the height estimate and the rotation angles, respectively. 
Real-World Experiments
To evaluate our approach on real-world data we processed data of a heterogeneous set of robots depicted in Figure 4 . Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the platforms. To collect the data, we steered each robot twice through the environment. The front-end again processed the data to estimate the motion of the laser for each time step. When the robot re-visits an already known region, the loop closure constraints are added to the graph. Note that the estimation of the calibration parameters does not require to detect loop closures. However, such a constraint allows to reduce the residual error in the trajectory as it is estimated by our approach. Table 2 summarizes the calibration results. As we can see, the result for the laser transformation are within a few millimeters of the manually measured position.
The same holds for the radii of the wheels and their distance to each other.
Additionally, we mounted a Microsoft Kinect on the PowerBot platform and considered the stereo data captured by the EUROPA robot with its Bumblebee stereo camera to evaluate our approach for calibrating the position of those sensors. To this end, we again recorded two data sets with each platform.
For the Kinect we manually measured a translation of (0.28, 0.04, 1.0) and a rotation of (0
whereas the translation of the Bumblebee is (0.21, 0.06, 1.19) and the rotation is (0 • , 20 • , 0 • ) according to the CAD drawings of the robot. The parameters as they are estimated by our approach are summarized in Table 3 . The obtained results indicate that our approach is able to accurately estimate the position of an on-board 3D range sensor and simultaneously calibrate the odometry parameters.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach to estimate the calibration parameters while performing SLAM.
Our approach extends the graph-based formulation of the SLAM problem to handle the calibration parameters. The overall approach is accurate and designed for online operation, which allows us to handle changes in the parameters, for example, induced by placing a load onto the robot. Furthermore, compared to ad-hoc calibration methods our approach solely relies on the on-board sensors of the robot and does not require external information.
Additionally, our approach has the potential to provide useful information about the ground surface which affects the uncertainty of the odometry measurements. This information may in the future be exploited for terrain classification and might also be considered by localization algorithms.
